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CLIP ART FONTS
NCE THERE WERE ONLY ZAPF DINGBATS.
Then came electronic clip art. Stacks of floppy
disks containing Illustrator and FreeHand files,
scanned art and bitmap art flowed over the desk
of anyone with a Mac and a copy of PageMaker. Electronic
clip art tended to be unwieldy-packages commonly came
with six to a dozen disks and many a designer gave up on
a clip art solution long before they found the floppy containing the perfect piece of art-and in any case the quality
was , well , clip art.
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Now come the children of dingbats-clip art distributed
as fonts. As befits a great idea, there has been an explosion
of clip art fonts from publishers as diverse as Letraset and
Emigre, with many small timers getting into the act as well.
The advantages are obvious-small file size and the ability
to get a picture just by touching a letter on your keyboard.
And most surprising of all, there's quite a bit of interesting
work in the e fonts-better than most clip art packages
I've seen .

Fontek DesignFont
There are six fonts in this excellent set from Letraset.
The fonts are organized by style: Incidentals , Radicals ,
Attitudes, Naturals, Primitives, Organics. The styles are
markedly different but all are excellent. Because of the
variety, this set should have something for everyone.
Interestingly, they're not all computer-generated; Incidentals were created in cut paper and Organics were done
as wood cuts. I suspect that Incidentals , created by Frank
McShane, is the most conventional, with pictures of telephones , baseball gloves and the like. An image of a hand
holding up a wine glass really captures that clip art
aesthetic. McShane 's cut paper images were inspired by
Matisse 's Jazz, a book of cut paper collages.
Organics, by Debbie Hanley, are similarly mundane in
subject matter, but are stylized with the look of etchings.
They really have a lot of personality. They also sweat a lot
in that comic strip way that inanimate objects have. There
are sweating computers, magnifying glasses and hearts. I
bet this is one of the most popular fonts in the set.
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of Frosty the Snowman a la Frarn;aise, a bow-legged farmer.
They're all great. Continuing on the road to Out There are
Primitives and Radicals. The subject matter of Tom
Lulevitch 's Primitives is rather strongly medieval. There 's
a prancing king with a very large head, a turbaned, bearded
man walking to the left, everal juggler wearing a variety
of animal heads, a cat carrying his belongings tied to the
end of a tick, a character dancing on a coffin, several
fine dog and o on. Lubevitch say he was inspired by
the paintings of Bruegel and the work of 19th century
British illustrator Dick Doyle. This is imply a wonderful
piece of work. What you would use them for , I'm not so
sure, but that' your job.
Teresa Hopkin applied an Arts and Craft Movement
aesthetic to modern household items for her Radical set.
To me, the font 's spare style brings to mind the animated
openings to films of the early ' 60s. It 's hard to describe
exactly but I hear Henry Mancini mu ic when I look at
these pictures. They feature a mix of heavy and light lines,
which are often jagged. A nice rendition of a certain style.
Letraset includes a font preview utility , which help s in
figuring out which key combination goes with which
picture. With its small-point-size di splay , KeyCaps isn ' t
much help here. The Letraset Character Chooser let you
display characters in 18 and 36 points and includes a Copy
button so you don ' t even have to bother with Command-C .
Letraset recently released two more font in the series: Mo '
Funky Fresh by David Sagorsk i and Calligraphic Ornaments by British calligrapher Richard Bradley.

PictureFonts
FontHaus 's PictureFonts, designed by Mark van
Bronkhorst, are a good deal le s intere ting. This is also a
collection of six fonts , grouped by subject rather than style.
Indeed , there is not much stylistic diversity here and the
work all has that clip art feel-which I define as that sinking feeling that the art might be appropriate for some
lesser project but is wholly inadequate for yours. I don ' t
mean to be negative about thi s font-there are some nice
pieces like a Streamline bus in the tran portation font, but
overall I was underwhelmed. The set includes Animals,
Commerce & Communication , Food & Drink , Holiday
Celebrations, Household Items and Transportation & Travel.

The Naturals, created by Hugh Whyte, tend toward a Southwest theme-not my cup of tea but certainly handy in
some locales. I think of this font as updated clip art. It 's
more stylish than Incidentals but it 's not very compelling
in its own right.

Acme

Attitudes , also by Whyte, is a fantastic set of smiling faces ,
many playing off of the motif of black circles for cheeks.
There 's a weirdo robot, a stylish sun, a malevolent pussy
cat, a good-natured car, a Mikado-esque Japanese , a sort

Akemi Aoki created the pictures for the Acme series from
cut paper. Her illustrations were then digitized and transformed into these fonts, which currently include Animals,
Services, Dinosaurs and Expres sion s.
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Of the three fonts I saw (we did not obtain the Expressions
di k) I found Services the most interesting. This font
features "cracked" household items-triangular TVs and
computer monitors with prominent static lines and electrical
sockets surrounded by lightning bolts. It also includes
rough patterns such a a messy checkerboard pattern and
a spiral that look like it was drawn by a child clenching
a marker firmly in fi t.

Fontek Incidentals

Dinosaurs is fun but of limited potential use. After all, how
much work calls for a stegosaurus rather than a triceratops?
The pictures are nicely rendered though and I got a kick
out of the progression of baby dinos emerging from eggs.
The font includes images of relevant plant life, as well.
I found the Animal font a little too cutesy, although a bit
of character shone through in some of the pictures.

Big Cheese
Published by the avant garde type foundry Emigre, Big
Cheese demolishe all your preexisting notions of the
purpo e of clip art. The Big Cheese fonts-there's Light
and Dark-are just damnably fun. Forget Santa Claus and
the Ea ter Bunny, Big Cheese offers Nixon, smiling light
sockets, handguns and of course a cigarette-smoking hunk
of Swiss cheese-surely the big cheese himself.
The font are wittily con tructed with a relationship
between lower and uppercase. For instance d is d and D is
~. An alien at o ( ) turns into a running man with the
body of a Mickey-like mouse (f) in the uppercase. I imagine
that Big Cheese Dark' forked arrow man 'f (B) was
created by that squeezing hand t at b. And there must
be some relationship between the muscular Cubist(~)
and Nixon (@).
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"Cool," you say, "but what on Earth would I do with these
things?" Bob Aufuldish, who created the font with Eric
Donelan, is anxiou to find out. "Most clip art packages
are really straight. It's a picture of a milkshake or whatever
it i . We wanted to create things that had implied levels
of meaning but didn't have any real meaning. You would
read meaning into it, and hopefully through u age they
will start to have a meaning." So far, though, Aufuldish
is not too impressed with people's uses of the font. "If
you think of these things as children, our children have
all turned out to be drug addicts. The things I've seen are
kind of disappointing. I think that these pictures are so
funky that they have to hang around for awhile and get
absorbed."
~Aufuldish thinks these pictures could be used a text
marker , "My fondest dream is to see the underwear used
as a paragraph marker."
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Letraset
40 Eisenhower Drive
Paramus, New Jer ey 07653
(800) 526-9073
Compatible with any program that supports the Macinto h font
menu, such as Aldus PageMaker and QuarkXPre

®

FontHaus
1375 Kings Highway East
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
(203) 367-1993; fax (203) 367-1860
Compatible with any computer that runs PostScript font .
Big Cheese
$59
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Fontek Designfont Portfolio
$89.95 each or $349 for the six-font portfolio

FontHaus Picturefonts
AcmeAnimals, AcmeService , AcmeDino aurs
$49 per et or $169 for all ix set

Ultraduck
<SJ}fJJ

San Francisco illustrator John Hersey's UltraDuck font is
not strictly speaking a pictographic font because it does
include a funky sort of alphabet, but it also includes about
60 pictures that are sure to make you mile. I especially
like the frog eyes, the smiling monkey, the heart and a few
that I'm hard pressed to describe, like ~, ~ and ~ . As
Hersey says, "It's kind of funky but wha'd'ya expect?"
The text face is also fun and the price is right.
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Emigre
4475 D Street
Sacramento, California 95819
(800) 944-9021; fax (916) 451-4351
For Macintosh, compatible with both PostScript and TrueType
formats; for PCs, PostScript requires Windows and Adobe Type
Manager; IBM TrueType require Window 3.1 or later.

Ultra Duck
$25
John Hersey
P.O. Box 1910
San Anselmo, California 94979
(415) 454-0771
Compatible with any program that upports the Macintosh font
menu , such as Aldus PageMaker and QuarkXPress.

